17.40.06 T/R  DR. WHO, EPISODE:1; THE LADY PLANET (23/1/4/3373)
(Televised 22/1/1965 - VT/4T/25751) (23'57")
Produced by Verity Lambert
Directed by Richard Martin
Author: Bill Strutton
Cast:
Dr. Who ............. William Hartnell
Irn Chesterton .... William Russell
Barbara Wright ...... Jacqueline Hill
Vicki .............. Maureen O'Brien
Zorgl Operators ... Robert Jewell
Jack Pitt
Gerald Taylor

FACILITIES
Teletexts: John Curry

FILM SERVICES USED
BBC SPECIALLY SHOT
Footage: 39' sound 35 mm (Titles)
42' sound 35 mm (Trailer)
86' silent 35 mm

RECORDS DUBBED
Les Structures Sonores
Khashady - Dakhnest
(J. Leary and P. Deschet)
Jacques Leary and
Francois Deschet
Les Structures Sonores
Picees - Nouvelles
(J. Leary)
J. Leary and
P. Deschet
Les Structures Sonores
Sontine (J. Leary)
J. Leary and
P. Deschet

MUSIC ON FILM:
RON GRAINER AND THE BBC RADIOPHONIC WORKSHOP
Signature tune
Dr. Who
00'25"
R. Grainer

MUSIC ON TV:
RON GRAINER AND THE BBC RADIOPHONIC WORKSHOP
Signature tune
00'52" R. Grainer

18.04.03
SYNCH/N/R/T/SC/TIONS/CAUTIONS/
INDEX TRAIL: SKATING (VT/195/200/2)
(Updates on page 38)
SUTTON GOLDFIELD OPT OUT FOR BBC 2 TRAIL.

18.05.00
NEWS
Read by Richard Baker (SNF)

RECORD DUBBED ON FILM
Signature tune
Kvartet (R. Grainer)
Orchestra
Weinberger
TV 100
00'11"
Cost:
Dr. Who: William Hartnell
Ian Chesterton: William Russell
Barbara Wright: Jacqueline Hill
Vicki: Maureen O'Brien
The Monoptera:
Vrotin: Jocelyn de Winter
Dr. Austin: Iris Gordon
Pintando: Arthur Blake
Zorbi, operator: Robert Jewell
Hugh Land: Kevin Kane
Jack Pitt: John Scott Martin
Gerald Taylor
Animal voices: Catherine Fleming
TAKING PART IN FILM SEQUENCES
Robert Jewell
Gerald Taylor
AUGUST:
Dissolve Dam (167): 02:27
Feature: 39' actual: 15' 20" (Titles)
23' actual: 20' 50" (Trailer)
66' actual: 35' 35" (sound)
RECORDS DATED:
Les Structures da Vinci
Mouvements
(Jacques Lazry)
Marche (Pascal Ousynoff)
Suite (Jacques Lazry)
Francais Bechet
MUSIC ON FILM:
BGN. GAINER AND THE BBC RADIOPHONIC WORKSHOP
Signature tune
00:25
B. Gainer
MS
MUSIC ON T.F.F.
BGN. GAINER AND THE BBC RADIOPHONIC WORKSHOP
Signature tune
00:37
B. Gainer
MS
18.04.59 CLOAK/CRINOLINE
18.05.05 NETZ
Text by Michael Livel (47)
(07'55"
18.13.00 BBC NEWS IN SENDER CHASING SIGNAL MARKS/ANNOUNCEMENT
17.42.00 SYNDICATE
17.42.12 T/B MR. WHO (?). - ESCAPE TO AMERICA (23/1/65) (22152a)
Televised on 23/1/65 at 7.15pm
(22152a)
Produced by Verity Lambert
Directed by Richard Martin
Written by Bill Slattery
Voice Artist: William Hartnell
Ian Chesterton: William Russell
Vicky: Maureen O'Brien
Vestin: Gordon Spearman
The Doctor: Richard Davison
Mrs. Lukins: Ann Doran
Miss Wilkinson: J. D. daylight
Villager: John Scott Martin
Animal Vocals: Kenneth Akerman

TAKING PART IN THE ENACTMENT:
Mr. & Mrs. Lister
FACILITIES
Telephone: 39226
18.05.04
TRADE: EXCLUD ENGLISH TRADE (PB/21/1) 01:16
SYMBOL/INSCRIPTION

18.07.06
NEWS
Read by Michael Aspel (Bee) 08:10

18.15.15
WELCHER/ISING/STIMMEL/SCOTT/SYMBOL/INSCRIPTION/ANNOUNCEMENT

18.18.00 T/2
DIXON OF DOCTOR BROWN AND TROTTIE BLIN (21/1/5/60/3)
(Telecabled on 21.2.1960 - 21/1/26/2/31) (52:35)

Produced by Ronald Marsh
Directed by David Linsky
Written by Donald Kelley
Copyright: Ted Willis

Dixon of Doctor Brown

George Dixon................. Jack Warner
Drew...................... Joely Houston
Miss Beatty.................. Joan Dewall
Prison Officer............. William Beck
Spokesman................. Steve Lane
Producer.................. Ronald Marsh
Station Manager............ Arthur Merry
Dra. Lisa.................. Miss Susan Underwood
Dra. Tanni................. Mrs. Barbara Underwood
M.P. (Strathclyde)........ Miss Beatrice Black
Warden..................... John Brown
Prison Governor........... R. W. Anderson
Prison Officer............ Cyril Black

Mrs. Black................. Kate Brown
JUKE BOX JURY (CONTINUED)
RECORDS ON 2/1/65 (CONTINUED)
The Mighty Avengers
Essex, Mirage
Deca DF 22005
01'00"n
The Nolavins
Pye 7N 15776
01'05"

Stranger in Town (J. Shannon)
Dol Shannon
Welbeck
Stateside
SS 395
01'07"

The Minute You're Gone
(V. Gatolet)
Cliff Richard
Javel Music
Columbia PD 7496
01'05"

Give Him a Great Big Kiss
(B. Morton)
The Shangri-Las
Mellin Music
Pye RE 10010
01'00"

17.39.42 SYMBOL/INJECTION

17.39.52 T/R DR. WHO: EPISODE 4: CRATER OF NEEDLES (23/1/65/3376)
(Televised on 12.2.1965 - VT/42/6056) (25'50"
Producers by Verity Lambert
Directed by Richard Martin
Author: Bill Strutton
Cast:
Dr. Who ................ William Hartnell
Ian Chesterton ..... William Russell
Barbara Wright .... Jacqueline Hill
Vicki .................. Maureen O'Brien
The Monoprice:
Vresta ............... Rosalyn Da Winter
Hrostar ................ Arno Gordon
Propillus ............ Jolyon Dether
Hlynia ................. Jocelyn Birdsell
Hiltlo ................ Martin Jarvis
The Optara
Hutra ................. Ian Thompson
Nomini ................ Barbara Joss
Tho Zarbi ............. Robert Jowall
Hugh Lund
Kevin Manser
Jack Pitt
John Scott Martin
Gerald Taylor
Animus Voice ......... Catharine Fleming
Walk-ons ............ Ken McGarry
Len Russell
Jane Dowman
DR. WHO: CRATER OF NEEDLES (CONTINUED)
TAKING PART IN FILM SEQUENCES
Jacqueline Hill
Roslyn de Winter
Arne Gordon
Jolyon Booth
Martin Jarvis
Robert Jewell
Gerald Taylor
Kevan Hansey
John Scott Martin
Jack Pitt
Hugh Lund

TELEVISION SERVICE - BBC 1: SATURDAY 6.3.1965

Continued 5

IN FACILITIES
Telescope: John Curn

FILM SEQUENCES USED

BBC SPECIALLY SHOT
Footage: 35 mm sound (Titles)
16 mm sound (Trailer)
35 mm sound (Sequences)

RECORD DUBBED

Les Structures Sombre
Thespoody Budapest
(Jacques Lasry)
Jacques Lasry and
Francois Deschat

MUSIC DUBBED ON FILM
RON GRAINER AND THE BBC RADIOPHONIC WORKSHOP
Signature tune
Dr. Who
00'25"
R. Grainer
MS.

MUSIC ON TVM
RON GRAINER AND THE BBC RADIOPHONIC WORKSHOP
Signature tune
Dr. Who
00'57"
R. Grainer
MS.

10.05.42 CLOCK/NARRATION

10.06.06 NARRATION/POLICY

10.06.12 NEWS WILL START CAPTION/NARRATION/POLICY

10.06.22 RECORD 'LIVE'!
(Details to follow)

10.08.25 NEWS (CONTINUED)
Read by Corbet Woodall
(00'00"

RECORD DUBBED ON FILM
Signature tune
Newscast (R. Hansey)
Weinberger
JW 100
00'11"
17.15.00 T/R  JUKE BOX JURY (12/1/5/0116) (Telerecorded 6.1.1965 - VT/AT/26710) (25'04")
Produced by Stewart Morris
Taking part:
David Jacobs
Pete: Lee Stirling
Keddy Smith
Janie Percival
Francesca Amis

FACILITIES
Copyright: KCL

FILM SEQUENCES USED
BBC STOCK FILM
Footage: 24' sound 35 mm

RECORD DUBBED ON FILM
Hit and Miss (Barry)
John Barry
Sills
Col. 4144
00'15"

RECORD DUBBED
Hit and Miss (Barry)
John Barry
Sills
Col. 4144
01'15"

RECORD DUBBED ON TAPE
looking for her (Watkinson)
First Impressions
Ivy Music
Use your Head (Strong, Parkor, Barksdale)
Stateside SS.396
Hary Wells
Col. DB 750
01'20"

I'll be there (Bobby Darin)
Gerry and the Pacemakers
Belinda Music
Little Things (Goldaloco)
Dave Barry
Decca F 1213
01'20"

Domino' on
Pye 7N 15797
01'00"

Hawaiian Wedding Song
(C. King, Hoffmar, D. Manning)
Julie Rogers
Friclick
Bring your love to me. (Nadloy, Natfield)
Pye 7N 25297
The Righteous Brothers
01'10"

Angel (Livingston, Evans, Steiner)
Johnny Tillotson
Walt Disney Music
01'00"

Cry (Churchill, Hohman)
Ray Charles
Saphrio Bernstein
Mercury MF 849
01'08"

17.40.04  SYMBOL/HARRINATION

17.40.10 T/R  DR. NO (N) - EPISODE 5: INVASION (23/14/3377) (Telerecorded 19.2.1965 - VT/AT/26129) (26'04")
Produced by Verity Lambert
Directed by Richard Martin
TELEVISION SERVICE -- BBC 1: SATURDAY: 13.3.1965

DR. WHO (N) EPISODE 5: INVASION (CONTINUED)
Author: Bill Strutton
Cast:

Dr. Who .......... William Hartnell
Ian Chesterton .... William Russell
Barbara Wright ... Jacqueline Hill
Vickie ............ Maureen O'Brien
Vrestin .......... Rosalyn De Winter
Hrostar .......... Anne Gordon
Frappillus ....... Jolyon Booth
Hynia ............. Jocelyn Birksdale
Hillo ............. Martin Jarvis
Hotra ............ Ian Thompson
Nemini .......... Barbara Jossa
The Zarbi ........ Robert Jewell
Hugh Lund
Kevin Lanser
Jack Pitt
John Scott Martin
Gerald Taylor
Jon Russell
Jane Bowman

Walk Ons ..........

TAKING PART IN FILM SEQUENCES
Jacqueline Hill
Anne Gordon
Jolyon Booth
Robert Jewell
Kevin Lanser
Jack Pitt
John Scott Martin
Gerald Taylor

FACILITIES

Telosnaps: John Cura

RECORD DUBBED

Les Structures Sinares
Spite (Jacqueline Hill)
Jacques Laery and
Francisca Deschat

MUSIC DUBBED ON FILM
RON GRAINER AND THE BBC RADIOPHONIC WORKSHOP
Signature tune
Dr. Who
00'25" Ron Grainer

MUSIC DUBBED ON TAPE
RON GRAINER AND THE BBC RADIOPHONIC WORKSHOP
Signature tune
Dr. Who
00'50" Ron Grainer

18.06.14

SYMBOL/NARRATION

18.06.23

NEWS
Read by Corbet Woodall
(RECORD DUBBED ON FILM)
Signature tune
Newcast (R. Hammar)
Orchestra
Weinberger JW 100
00'11"

(07'31")
17:55:15 T/A DR. WHO : SEASON 'HI' EPISODE 6 (23/1/6/3378) (Televised on 26.2.1965 - VOD/40/26302 (24:32)).
(Televised on 26.2.1965 - VOD/40/26302 (24:32)).
Produced by Verity Lambert
Directed by Richard Martin
Author: Bill Lebrton
Cast:
Dr. Who ................ William Hartnell
Ian Chesterton ....... William Russell
Barbara Wright ...... Jacqueline Hill
Vicki .................. Maureen O'Brien
The Monopter: 
Vrestin ............ Roslyn de Winter
Brostor ............ India Gordon
Fruuliius .......... Jolyon Booth
Hililo .............. Martin Jarvis
Kylin ................ Jacelynn D'Arcy
Optera Retra ........ Ian Thompson
The Zerbi ........... Robert Jewell
Hugh Lund
Kevin Manser
Jack Pitt
John Scott Martin
Gerald Taylor
Animus Voice .......... Catherine Fleming
Walkerson ............ Ken MacKay
Len Russell
Jane Bowman

TELEVISION SERVICE - DUG 1: SATURDAY 20.3.1965 Continued 3

TAKING PART IN FILM SEQUENCES
William Hartnell
Maureen O'Brien
Robert Jewell
Kevin Manser
John Scott Martin
Catherine Fleming

M.CUTIES
Teasmaps:

FILM SEQUENCES USED
INC SPEZIALITY SIDES
Footage: 35mm sound 35 mm (Title sequence)
51st sound 35 mm (Trailer)

MUSIC ON FILM
RON GAINER AND THE BBC RADIO-ONIC WORKSHOP
Signature tune
00:25
Ron Gainer
MS.

MUSIC ON TAPE
RON GAINER AND THE BBC RADIO-ONIC WORKSHOP
Signature tune
00:49
Ron Gainer
MS.

16.19.47
SYMBOL/CLOCK/NARRATION